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CAPE COD SHORE FISHING LOCATIONS 

Barnstable Shore Fishing Location: Dowse’s Beach 

Dowse's is a notable beach and fishing spot in Osterville. A large, beach sticker parking lot 

provides easy access to both East Bay and Nantucket sound for wading, kayaking, and pier 

access. If you are not an Osterville resident, daytime access it tough, but no beach sticker is 

required after 6pm. 

On the south end of the peninsula is a large, stone jetty with easily manageable rocks and a pier. 

The pier is excellent for kids and those who have compromised mobility. Just off the end of the 

pier is a channel connecting East Bay (which feeds up into the Centerville River) to the 

Nantucket sound. It is a favorite location for both bait and lure fishermen. Scup and other inshore 

groundfishing with squid and clams is a popular way to fish the area. 

The whole jetty wall is fishy, especially on the outgoing tide as bait and schoolies leave East 

Bay. Fishing baits like the Hogy 4" Skinny Minnow on a 1/0 weighted Barbarian Swimbait Hook 

all the way up to the 7" Original on a 6/0 Weighted Barbarian Swimbait Hook are excellent lure 

choices for schoolie fishing in this area. On the incoming tide, East Bay can provide excellent 

schoolie action. Look for breaking fish or blind cast into deeper water and work topwater and 

subsurface lures. There is typically plenty of bait in East Bay and the fish relate accordingly. On 

the beach side, there are a series of jetties that provide good schoolie action as well. 

In Fall, the jetty provides shore fishing for false albacore. The best lure choice is the Hogy SI 

Epoxy Jig, 5/8oz or smaller, in bone white or pink. Fish work just to the interior of the channel 

all the way down to the pier and make a circuit. Sight fishing breaking fish or blind casting can 

provide excellent results. 

Location: South end of Wianno Avenue in Osterville. 

Access: Easy. Beach and bay entrance adjacent to parking lot. On busy summer days, lot is 

patrolled but you'll usually be OK after 6pm regardless. 

Parking: Large, paved lot with plenty of spaces but restricted (see above). 
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Falmouth Shore Fishing Location: West Falmout Harbor/Little Island  

Target the outgoing tide on the point of Little Island. The north end has decent patches of eel 

grass transitioning to rubble and boulder fields. The bottom structure supports baitfish and in 

turn attracts stripers, birds, and the occasional seal. Fish natural patterned soft plastics on sunny 

days, and bone or pink on overcast or windier days. Fish over the rocks targeting areas with the 

largest boulders, next to the deepest water possible. The structure acts as a natural wind/wave 

break, and supports good habitat for stripers. 

Alternate Spots: Try the inner harbor, the jetty, the point of Little Island, and boulder field north 

east of the point. This is a very fishy area. 

Parking: The lot off Little Island Rd is private beach access and parking. In the busy season, 

officers will check vehicle stickers, so access can be tricky. Some folks park at the Shining Sea 

Bikeway parking lot off Old Dock Rd. near West Falmouth Harbor and bike 10 minutes up the 

road to the private Little Island Rd lot. 

Kayak Launchability: Excellent kayak access in the Inner Harbor. A small dirt trail is a direct 

route to the inner harbor, with minimal rocks to traverse when carrying your watercraft. Kayaker 

heaven! 

Wadeability: Some of the finest wade fishing around. Be careful when fishing in rocks, footing 

can be difficult. Easy access to fish deeper water. 

Cape Cod Canal Locations: Scusset Beach State Reservation (Mainland Side) 

End of Scusset Beach Road, large parking area at end of road, smaller areas along access road, 

fee charged during the day in the summer. 

Multiple access points along the service road and a long fishing pier (opposite power plant on 

cape side) means there will always be a place to fish without crowding other anglers. Bait 

fishermen do well off the fishing pier but most who prefer casting jigs and other lures fish along 

the rocks and the long jetty that marks the eastern entrance to the canal. A shallow sand/gravel 

bar known as Pip’s Rip is just off the farthest parking area as is a well known spot, one of the 

only areas in the canal where an angler can wade out a short distance. You will often see surface 

feeding fish in this general area, especially in the fall when the striper migration is in full swing. 

The end of the jetty is also a prime spot but be cautious when traversing the rocks, especially 

during a hard northerly or east blow. Expansive Scusset State Beach to the north of the jetty is 

also a prime area for surf casting and bait fishing. 
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Cape Cod Canal Locations: Bournedale Herring Run (Mainland Side) 

Large parking area along Route 6 Scenic Highway. 

Located at about the mid-point in the canal and with plenty of parking, this area is the most 

popular area to fish along the Cape Cod Canal. In the spring when herring are gathering for their 

ascent up the run the striper fishing can be fantastic but when the word is out expect shoulder-to-

shoulder crowds. With the severe decline in herring stocks this area is not nearly as productive as 

it once was but that doesn’t stop the crowds from gathering. Remember that it is forbidden to 

catch or use herring for bait! Some savvy canal anglers will also look for baby herring dumping 

out of the run in late summer and early fall. This is not a predictable event but if you’re there 

when it happens the striper fishing can be fantastic. 

Cape Cod Canal Locations: MA Maritime Academy (Mainland Side) 

Parking usually allowed inside the entrance of the Academy, end of Academy Drive off Main 

Street in downtown Buzzards Bay. 

Directly across the canal from the Bell Road area, this is another easy-access point that is very 

popular. Jigging is popular here but bait fishing is also often done. With the entrance to Buzzards 

Bay only a few hundred yards away, bass of all sizes often move in and out with the tide. There 

are also usually a few bonito and false albacore taken here late in the summer and in the fall. 

Cape Cod Canal Locations: East End Jetty (Cape Side) 

Park at the Canal Visitor Center, off Gallo Road near Sandwich Boat Basin. 

Walk east along the jetty and fish almost anywhere, although the end of the jetty is the preferred 

spot. Some great surface action is common here in the fall as fish move in from the Bay. Boat 

traffic can be heavy however so fishing at first light is best. Landing a big fish can be 

problematic due to the steep jetty so use heavy gear. Be sure to keep an eye on the beach front to 

the north of the jetty, too – during a northeast blow, stripers will often chase bait right onto the 

shore. 

Cape Cod Canal Locations: Portagee Hole (Cape Side) 

Parking along the north side of Sandwich Road about 100 yards south of the connector road to 

Route 6 (stop light). 

Similar to the canal edges along The Jungle, be careful of the slippery rocks but this area is often 

very productive for big stripers and there is plenty of room to spread out. In the summer and fall 

big fish often chase mackerel into this part of canal from nearby Cape Cod Bay. Big, heavy jigs 

or soft plastics on heavy jig heads will produce when the tidal flow is strong but this is also a 

great place to look for surface action during the brief period when the flow is slack. 
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Cape Cod Canal Locations: The Jungle (Cape Side) 

Parking is usually allowed to the right behind the Gallo Ice Rink, off busy Sandwich Road, 

which runs parallel to the south side of the canal between the Bourne and Sagamore Bridges. 

An area generally defined by the stretch between poles 255 and 265, this is a good area to try 

almost any time in the season, especially when a slack tide occurs at dawn. Beware of very 

slippery rocks when making your way down to the water. Top water lures are the way to go if 

boat traffic is light; most canal anglers use deep running jigs here when the tide is running. Be 

sure to give other anglers plenty of room to take into account how your lure will swing in the 

hard running current! Very large stripers are taken in this area every year. 

Cape Cod Canal Locations: Bell Road (Cape Side) 

Parking (Army Corps of Engineers area) at end of Bell Road off Shore Road near railroad 

bridge. 

Easy access means plenty of fishermen use this area; if crowded conditions exist don’t be afraid 

to walk east to the beginning of the paved access lane past the bridge. The big eddies that form 

around the bridge footing often hold bait and fish. At the end of the parking area is a small 

lagoon that often holds small bass but be extremely cautious wading here due to the soft bottom 

and nearby flow of the canal. Because the parking area is directly adjacent to the canal, anglers 

often come here to check for surface activity and observe the success of others already fishing. 

Dennis Shore Fishing Location: West Dennis Beach 

This is a very popular bathing beach in the summer and is best fished well after dark. Summer 

time means bluefish but stripers are more prevalent in the spring and fall. Walk along the shore 

and over a series of jetties to the west of the public beach (stay below the high water mark to 

ensure you are legally within your rights to pass through this private area) until you reach the 

broad, shallow outflow and flat off the end of Swan River and wade out to fish the slight drop 

off. All the standard striper lures work here and Hogy 7 and 10-inch Originals, Sand Eels and 

Skinnies will take schoolies and larger bass at night. During the early morning or at dusk, 

popping plugs may yield some very large bluefish. Just inside Swan River there is a deep hole 

that often holds bass at the top of the tide. 

Location: Off Old Wharf Road. 

Access: Easy, directly from parking area. A walk of about ¼ mile is required to reach the 

outflow of Swan River. 

Parking: Fee charged at non-resident portion of paved parking lot in the day during the summer; 

free and open all other times. 
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Dennis Shore Fishing Location: Crowe’s Pasture Conservation Area 

One of the largest pieces of undeveloped land bordering Cape Cod Bay with Quivett Creek 

behind it, this is not only a great fishing area but a beautiful one too. Four-wheel drive access is 

allowed with proper permits and equipment. After parking near the end of the dirt road, follow 

the paths over the dunes to the beach and fish the flats outside or walk down the beach to the 

opening of Quivett Creek. Stripers will be almost anywhere here but their location is entirely 

dependant on the stage of the tide. A good plan is to fish the mouth of the outflow at high tide, 

then gradually wade out on the flats as the tide drops. The flats here are huge and as the tide 

drops the fish will use the deeper cuts between them to make their way out to the deeper water 

off shore. Even if the action is good, DO NOT hesitate to begin making your way back to shore 

when the tide turns because it rises quickly. The fishing here can be spectacular at times, 

especially in late spring. Use Hogy Sand Eels or the smaller Hogy Skinnies. 

Location: End of South Street. 

Access: Some walking required to reach the beach and creek mouth, over soft sand. 

Parking: Various small pull-offs along South Street after it turns into a dirt road. Depending on 

how much use the road has received over the course of the season it may be deeply rutted, 

requiring a regular vehicle to park some distance from the beach. 

Special Note:  This is a relatively new Conservation Area, administered by the Town of Dennis 

and parking regulations have changed during recent years with varying degrees of enforcement. 

Checking with town hall for the latest information is advised. 

Dennis Shore Fishing Location: Corporation Beach 

This is a good place to try some wade fishing outside the stone rip-rap that protects the bathing 

beach area. With a weed covered bottom and boulders here and there, this is one of the few spots 

along this part of the shore on the north side of the Cape where stripers can find some cover. Bait 

in the form of sand eels is present everywhere. Hogy Sand Eels, Skinnies and long, thin metal 

lures work well. As with all places on the north side, wade out with the falling tide and begin 

wading back in as soon as the tide turns. 

Location: End of Corporation Road. 

Access: Easy from large parking lot. Some walking is required to fish the flats off the beach. 

Parking: Large paved lot. Fee charged during the day in the summer. Free and open at other 

times. 
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Dennis Shore Fishing Location: Chapin Memorial Beach 

One of the better places to fish on the north side of the Cape due to easy access, a wide and long 

beachfront to explore and the prime spot at the opening of Chase Garden Creek at the southern 

end. Stripers are the focus here and with huge numbers of sand eels both on the flats off the 

beach and in the creek behind it you can be sure stripers will be nearby from spring right through 

the fall. Off road vehicles are allowed on sections of this beach – check with town hall for the 

latest regulations and permit/equipment requirements. If you do decide to wade out onto the flats 

off the beach as the tide drops, be absolutely sure to retreat back to the beach when the tide turns. 

The water rises quickly all along the Cape Cod Bay side with a range of 8 feet in places (6 inches 

every 15 minutes!). There is not much cover for the fish along the clear sand bottom so fishing 

during low light conditions is best. Use Hogy Sand Eels, Hogy Skinnies or 7” Hogy Original 

series lures. Fly anglers do well here too and many locals throw out a bait rig loaded with fresh 

sand eels during the 2-hour period on either side of high tide. 

Location: End of Chapin Beach Road. 

Access: Easy, directly adjacent to parking lot. 

Parking: Large paved lot. Fee charged during the day in the summer; free and open all other 

times. 

Yarmouth Shore Fishing Location: Smugglers Beach 

Facing Nantucket Sound at the outlet of Bass River, the longest tidal creek on Cape Cod, this 

location is best for stripers in the spring and bluefish throughout the summer. In the fall as the 

warm waters of the sound begin to cool it again features some good striper fishing. This is also 

one of the only places on the Cape that has a fishing pier so it is an excellent choice for some bait 

fishing with youngsters and scup or the occasional fluke (summer flounder) can be expected. 

This an extremely popular swimming beach so fishing during the off hours is necessary. 

Location: End of South Street at the mouth of Bass River. 

Parking: Large paved lot; fee charged during the summer and locked at night at that time. Free 

and open in the spring and fall. 

Access: Easy. Lot is directly behind the beach and adjacent to the fishing pier. 
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Mashpee Shore Fishing Locations: Popponessett Beach 

To the east of South Cape Beach the shorefront becomes Popponesset Beach.  A series of small 

jetties line the beach and fishing around any of them may yield bass or bluefish. For generations, 

Poppy has been known as the premier early season spot for the first stripers and bluefish of the 

year. The water for a mile off the beach is quite shallow and warms quickly, which is why this 

seems to be the place those fish show first. Farther east along the beach is Popponesset Spit, a 

long sandy extension that marks the end of Popponsesset Bay. Walking to the end of the spit is 

worth the effort as a strong rip develops here during an outgoing tide and a 10-inch Hogy drifted 

out here can yield trophy size bass in the fall. The bay is a popular spot for fishing by boat or 

kayak. With the amount of boat traffic that passes through the narrow opening to the bay at the 

end of the spit, fishing well after dark or pre-dawn are best bets. 

Location: South of Popponesset section of Mashpee. 

Access: Somewhat difficult due to much posted private property. 

Parking: Very limited (3 or 4 vehicles) at the public access point at end of Bluff Avenue. 

Although technically open all the time, nearby residents periodically petition the town to close 

this small area so check with local authorities for current status. Another option is parking at 

Popponesset Marketplace (259 Shore Drive) and walk to the water past the nearby restaurant. 

This will require a longer walk to access the Spit. 

Eastham Shore Fishing Location: Southern End of Oceanview Drive 

Location: Southern end of Oceanview Drive. 

Parking: This is a National Seashore Beach but parking at the small lot next to the Coast Guard 

house is limited to residents or visitors with “renter’s sticker” in the summer. A shuttle runs from 

the free parking area about a mile away at the Doane Rock. Bicyclers may enter without charge 

anytime. Because of these restrictions in the summer it is best to arrive early or late; however, 

the entrance may be closed. In the fall and spring the restrictions are less vigorously enforced. 

Access: A sand path leads from the parking area to the beach but count on a good amount of 

walking (in soft sand) to effectively fish here. 
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Eastham Shore Fishing Location: Coast Guard Beach 

This beach is quite famous as a surf casting location and the waves can be large at times so 

heavy gear is required. Wading is not advised or required but the ability to cast some distance is 

important. Seals and “mung” (a clinging seaweed) can be problematic at times. To fish 

effectively here you should count of walking and casting – target the deeper water between the 

outer bars. The sand is soft so walking can be quite exhausting but a half-mile hike to the south 

will bring you to the outlet of Nauset Marsh, a huge area behind the outer beach that always 

holds bass throughout the season. Sand eels are the most important forage for the fish so 7 and 

10-inch Hogy Originals, Hogy Skinnies and Sand Eels are best bets. Surf fishermen also use 

large swimmers, needlefish and poppers. The higher stages of the tide fish better than low tide 

but at times bait is trapped in the deeper water behind the bars and stripers will take advantage. 

Access: Easy. Parking adjacent to beach. Plan on some wading and walking to locate the fish. 

Eastham Shore Fishing Location: Boat Meadow Beach 

An excellent location for sight casting to cruising striped bass. The access point is directly at the 

end of a large marsh with a significant outflow running into Cape Cod Bay. The deep hole just 

off the small beach is a good place to start and working edges of the marsh can yield plenty of 

fish at the top of the tide. This is also a great place to launch a kayak and explore the marsh 

during an incoming tide, then drift and fish your way back out as the tide drops. Off the beach 

and out into the bay, many sand bars and slightly deeper channels between them will be revealed 

during the ebb – those channels are striper highways. Wade carefully and quietly while looking 

for bass in the cuts and always throw a few casts over any darker water that gives away the 

presence of weed beds, favorite cover for stripers. Sand Eels are the primary forage so use Hogy 

Sand Eels or Skinnies. Shallow running swimming plugs are a good bet too, as are small metals 

that show a long thin profile and run just under the surface. Fly fishermen do very well here, too. 

This is a popular swimming beach with limited parking so fish during the evening or pre-dawn 

for best results. 

Location:  Eastern end of Bayview Road. 

Parking: Small sand lot, limited number of spaces, fee charged during the day in the summer. 

Free and open all other times. 
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Chatham Shore Fishing Location: Chatham Lighthouse Beach 

There are tremendous possibilities for catching a truly memorable striped bass here, although in 

recent years the fishing has declined due to a huge seal colony on nearby Monomoy Island. The 

seals are quite adept at stealing fish from anglers’ lines so it is essential to land any fish as 

quickly as possible. However, this beachfront and the inside passage (the outlet to Pleasant Bay, 

the largest bay on Cape Cod) have long been known as a premier fishing spot on the Cape. A 

long hike along the beach out toward the ocean will reveal myriad and ever-shifting channels and 

bars that are striper highways. Any standard striper lures work here, with the Hogy Original 

Series (7-inch and 10-inch), Hogy Sand Eels and Hogy Skinnies excellent choices. In the 

summer and fall, fishing is best in low light conditions. Two interesting possibilities if you 

choose not to fish on the outside are working the shoreline inside and the area on the opposite 

side of the long spit, a deeper hole known as “The Bath Tub.” There are plenty of sand eels in 

both locations and fishing well after dark will minimize the chances of dealing with seals. 

Special Note: The waters off Lighthouse Beach and out to the oceanfront have held great white 

sharks in the summer in recent years. While the chances of encountering one are very slim, 

wading is not advisable. 

Location: Off Main Street/Shore Road at Chatham Lighthouse. 

Parking: The parking area directly above the beach is limited to ½ hour and this is vigorously 

enforced, especially in the summer. The only other options are parking downtown on Main Street 

and walking to the beach (about ½ mile) or taking the free shuttle that runs in the daytime during 

the summer from downtown. 

Access: Easy, directly off the short term parking area, but a fairly long walk either to the inside 

or outside areas is necessary. 
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Bourne Shore Fishing Location: Monument Beach 

This town beach is easily found just off Shore Road in the village of Monument Beach. It is very 

popular with swimmers in the summer and should be fished after dark in the spring and summer 

or at dawn or dusk in the fall. Bait fishing with chunk baits is popular here at those times. The 

lights along the docks of the adjacent marina attract baitfish and school-size bass after dark; 

those fish also work along the beach and this spot is popular with fly anglers for that reason. At 

one end of the parking lot is a small boat ramp and a small bridge that leads out to the ultra-

private island - resist the temptation to walk over the bridge and fish this area! However, you can 

easily wade both the shoreline of the harbor along the island where the fishing can be quite good 

for bass and blues using swimmers, surface lures and especially soft plastics. Because of very 

heavy boat traffic and use of the ramp this edge of the harbor should be fished late at night. 

Location:  Emmons Road, off Shore Road. 

Parking: Large, paved lot behind beach and marina area. Parking for Bourne residents only, 

which is vigorously enforced in the summer during daylight hours. Free of charge and open to all 

in the spring and fall. 

Access: Easy. Beachfront is directly adjacent to parking lot. 
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Sandwich Shore Fishing Location: Scorton Creek 

Scorton Creek (inside) 

This long, winding saltwater creek is well known for both striped bass fishing and as a location 

to try for the elusive sea-run trout. Parts of the marsh edge are accessible by foot from the state-

owned parking area but using a kayak or canoe will allow access to well over a mile of 

productive water above and below the parking area. Fish during the two-hour period before and 

after high tide for best results. A tide range of almost 8 feet means the fish will always be on the 

move and the action can be fast for a few minutes, then stop completely, then begin again as 

groups of school-sized stripers move in and out of the marsh. The state stocks brown trout here 

too and while there are very few true sea-run specimens (trout that were spawned in the brackish 

upper region and migrate to the sea) some of the trout do survive a few years inside Scorton 

Creek and fish up to five pounds or more are taken here every year. 

Some years the creek will host “holdover” schoolie stripers that can be caught throughout the 

winter. Although few if any of these will be of legal size to keep, local anglers can often be 

found fishing inside Scorton on warmer days in the dead of winter. At those times flies such as 

the chartreuse Clouser fished on sinking headlines work well; during the regular, warmer season 

small soft plastics like the Hogy Skinnies or Sand Eels are excellent choices as are small 

swimming plugs and metals like Kastmasters or Hopkins. 

Beware of the deep ditches that intersect the marsh – do NOT attempt to wade through them as 

their bottoms are composed of seemingly bottomless, soft mud. Also beware of walking too 

close to the edges of the marsh as they can collapse into the creek without warning. In the spring 

and summer be sure to wear a liberal dose of insect repellant to deter the millions of biting flies 

and gnats that will surely harass you. In spite of these cautions, inside Scorton Creek remains one 

of the most popular and productive fishing locations on Upper Cape Cod. 

Location: Off Route 6A. 

Parking: End of dirt road that parallels the creek on the north side of the creek (unmarked but 

easy to find). 

Access: Easy to areas a few hundred yards above and below parking area, difficult to impossible 

except via small watercraft to the rest of the creek and marsh. 
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Sandwich Shore Fishing Location: Old Harbor 

The mouth of Old Harbor is where most of the fishing takes place. The water once ran between 

the two concrete and rock jetties at the end of the beach but that channel filled in many years 

ago. Still, school size bass can often be found between the jetties and along them. The best bet is 

to work the newer channel; some anglers prefer an incoming tide but most prefer the outgoing 

and wade out as the tide drops. This strong outflow attracts bass and bluefish, often quite large 

ones, especially after dark but again, extreme caution MUST be exercised while wading in this 

area. The opposite side of the outflow is difficult to access due to much private property and in 

recent years beach access has been severely restricted due to nesting shore birds. 

All standard striper lures work here, as do live eels. All the Hogy Original Series plus the Sand 

Eeels and Skinnies are excellent choices here due to the strong current helping to impart even 

more lifelike action to the Hogys. Regardless of your choice of lures you will find the best action 

under low light conditions. An onshore breeze can result in great action but the water will fill 

with weed at those times and keeping lures clean – essential for hits – is very difficult. 

Location: Marsh – behind Town Neck Beach; mouth of outflow – eastern end of Town Neck 

Beach. 

Parking: Large town lot at beach, fee charged during the day in the summer, free and open all 

other times. 

Access: Difficult for fishing the marsh, about ¼ mile walk required to reach mouth of outflow. 

Special Note: In all cases whether fishing the marsh or the mouth, either on foot or by kayak, 

always consult tide tables to determine height, direction and force of the tide. This is not a place 

for the casual or inexperienced wading fisherman. 
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Falmouth Shore Fishing Location: Old Silver Beach 

This town beach is regularly found on “best of” Cape Cod lists in magazines and newspapers and 

because of this it is almost always extremely crowded during the day from early summer well 

into the fall. Because of this and because of restricted access to the town lots in the summer after 

hours it is best to fish Old Silver in the spring and fall. At those times it can be great with bass 

both large and small plus bluefish attracted to the strong outflow from the marsh behind the 

beach that delivers plenty of bait. It was once a very prolific herring run too, although the 

numbers of herring entering in the spring has dropped dramatically in recent years. Fishermen 

prefer the jetties on either side of the outflow for casting a wide variety of lures and baits, with 

soft plastics like the Original Series Hogys and the Hogy Sandeels extremely productive. The 

beach also produces fish with the cove and rocky shore along the Cliffs to the south of the 

outflow prime territory, especially after dark. On the other side from the Sea Crest Resort and 

beyond it is worth walking and casting for the half-mile stretch to search out bass and blues – 

popping plugs are a good bet along here at dawn and dusk. The marsh behind Old Silver Beach 

holds fish and fly fishermen work it at the top of the tide but the wading is difficult due to deep 

cuts and a soft bottom and the marsh itself cannot be walked because of soft, seemingly 

bottomless mud. 

Location: Quaker Road, West Falmouth. 

Parking: Two large lots on either side of the outflow, one open to the public for a fee in the day 

during the summer, one for residents only. Both lots free and open during the off season. 

 Access: Easy. Directly adjacent to beach. 
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Falmouth Shore Fishing Location: Chapaquoit Beach and West Falmouth Harbor 

This beach is town owned and one of the few places on the Buzzards Bay side of Falmouth that 

are not private with restricted access. From the town beach parking lot, fish either to the south or 

north, casting and walking to cover ground in hopes of locating the bass and blues that often 

work along this beautiful beach, especially in the spring and fall during the day and in the 

summer at night. Moving is important because with a clear sand bottom and very little cover, fish 

will not likely hang in one spot for very long unless a lot of bait is present. Popping plugs that 

can be cast a good distance are a good choice here, as are small soft plastic such as the Hogy 

Sandeels or Hogy Originals in 6 and 7-inch sizes, to imitate the abundant sand eels that are prime 

forage. As long as you are sure to stay below the high water mark, the rocks you’ll see along 

Chapaquoit Island (not truly an island) to the north are a prime location. 

Behind the beach is West Falmouth Harbor. Walk through the dunes across from the parking lot 

and fish all along the flat, which is a small drop off in places where schoolie bass and sometimes 

bigger ones patrol in search of food. To the south is a small bridge and the deep water just off it 

is always a good bet. This area features a huge “worm hatch” in the spring, which is difficult to 

predict but if you’re fortunate enough to be there when it happens you will find many bass – 

including some quite large ones – feeding on the tiny worms. Because of this and the fact that 

behind the beach flats allow for easier casting than the beachfront, this area is very popular with 

fly fishermen and light tackle spinning gear enthusiasts. Inside the harbor does not fish well at 

the height of the summer due to very warm water and heavy boat traffic but in the spring and 

especially in the fall it can be fantastic. 

Location: Off Chapaquoit Road in West Falmouth. 

Parking: Town parking lot at the town beach. This lot is for residents only in the summer and is 

also closed at night from the end of June through Labor Day. Free and open at all other times. 

Access: Easy. Town lot is directly next to beach. However, much private and posted land and 

private roads are nearby on either side of the beach. Do not enter or attempt to park in these 

areas. 
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Falmouth Shore Fishing Location: The Knob 

There’s no doubt that The Knob is located in one of the most scenic parts of Upper Cape Cod. 

Located at the end of postcard-pretty Quissett Harbor it has all the requirements of a classic 

striper spot – good tidal flow, plenty of cover for the fish, and abundant bait. A good strategy is 

to begin fishing along the beach inside the harbor, then wade and cast your way along the shore 

all the way to the Knob itself (small hill at the end of a path with sweeping views of Buzzards 

Bay). As you turn the corner and begin to leave the mooring field the cobblestone and boulder 

strewn bottom gets more and more productive for both bass and bluefish. A popping plug at 

dawn or dusk or a live eel or Danny plug after dark can produce some memorable striped 

bass.  Approaching the Knob itself the wading is a bit more difficult with many medium/large 

weed covered rocks to traverse but the rewards can be great. Although this is a fairly busy harbor 

you won’t have to contend with boats coming in close because where you’ll be fishing is well 

out of the marked channel. This area is also a favorite with kayak fishermen. On the opposite 

side of the Knob is a beach that is open to the public and in the spring and fall there are usually 

schoolie size bass among the rocks just off the beach. Quissett Harbor, The Knob and the 

adjacent beach are not only great places to fish but also some of the most beautiful. 

Location: At the end of Quissett Harbor Road. 

Parking: Free, two small areas next to the end of Quissett Harbor Road; parking for approx. 10 

vehicles. Also limited parking next to town bulkhead at Quissett Harbor Boatyard. Parking is 

prohibited between sunset and sunrise in the summer. 

Access: Easy. However, this is a popular area for hikers and sightseers and the small parking 

areas fill quickly at the height of the tourist season. All of the Knob area is a conservation trust 

and open to the public. 

Falmouth Shore Fishing Location: Menauhant Beach 

This popular town beach is best fished during the spring and fall (anytime) or during summer 

after dark. What makes this a premier fishing spot is the strong outflow from Bourne’s Pond, a 

salt pond directly behind the beach. Standing on the end of one of the two small jetties that 

border the mouth of the narrow outflow and casting out into the rip can yield stripers (big ones 

after dark!) bluefish or even a false albacore on occasion in the fall. This beach is also a very 

popular spot to fish chunk baits on the bottom. All the standard bass and bluefish lures work well 

here as do live eels. Inside Bourne’s Pond just behind the beach is a very popular spot for fly and 

light tackle enthusiasts as schoolie and larger stripers can usually be found in the channel off the 

flats. Care should be taken here when wading as the bottom in very soft in spots; look for a 

footpath in the marsh on the east side to find the best entry point and wade VERY carefully! On 

the outside, walking east for a quarter mile or so will bring you to entrance to Eel Pond. This is 

one of two drainages of the huge Waquoit Bay watershed and although boat traffic can be heavy, 

fishing the jetty here late at night can produce some very large stripers. 

Location:  Menauhant Road, East Falmouth at Menahaunt Town Beach. 
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Parking:  Two town-owned dirt lots, one on each side of the outflow from Bourne’s Pond. Fee 

during the day in the summer, free in the spring and fall. This is one of the few beaches in 

Falmouth that do not require a resident sticker in the summer. 

Access:  Easy. Lots are directly adjacent to the beachfront but in the summer season they are 

locked at night; open all night any other time. 

Falmouth Shore Fishing Location: Surf Drive 

Easily accessed and often productive, this long shorefront running roughly from the town beach 

parking lot at the intersection of Shore Street and the beginning of Surf Drive down to Trunk 

River to the west, you can find a variety of fish here for most of the spring, summer and fall 

seasons. Certain sections of the continuous beach are private but as always in the 

Commonwealth of Massachusetts, if you stay below the high water mark you can legally fish. 

Because there is not a lot of cover for the fish this beach usually fishes best after dark but 

occasionally bass, blues and even the elusive false albacore will charge in close, trapping baitfish 

along the beach. There are two small outflows along the beach, one between the end of Walker 

Street and the end of Mill Road, the other about a quarter mile to the west and these are always 

good places to try during an outgoing tide. Try casting any of the standard subsurface or surface 

plugs anywhere along Surf Drive and savvy locals also use live eels here. You can also bait fish 

here and you will most likely connect with scup or maybe fluke or sea bass. Be aware that at 

times, because the prevailing southwest wind of summer can be quite strong, the water may be 

difficult to fish effectively due to dense seaweed. Unfortunately those conditions often feature 

the best fishing as bait is pushed close to shore. 

Location: Beach along Surf Drive from the end of Shore Street to intersection of Shining Sea 

Bikeway. 

Parking: Numerous lots and pull-offs, some free, some with fees. 

Access:  Generally good although the Town of Falmouth closes the two town-owned lots after 

dark during the summer season. Before the end of June and after Labor Day both remain open 

and free of charge all day and night. A small dirt lot across from the second outflow mentioned 

above is always open and free of charge with parking for about a dozen vehicles and free parking 

can be found next to the intersection with the bikeway. 
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Provincetown Shore Fishing Location: Herring Cove Beach 

Probably the most popular fishing beach in Provincetown because access is easy as can be and 

the possibility of finding bass and bluefish from spring through fall is very good. You’ll see all 

popular fishing methods in play here, from bait fishing on the bottom to fly-fishing and 

everything in between. Sand Eels are prolific here so Hogy Sand Eels and Skinnies are best bets. 

After dark try some larger offerings such as Hogy Originals in 7, 10 and 14-inch sizes. Fish can 

show up anywhere along this long stretch of sand but experienced anglers head northeast (you 

will see Race Point Lighthouse in the distance) to the entrance of a small, shallow outflow called 

Hatches Harbor. At certain times many sand eels exit the backwaters with the outgoing tide and 

stripers will enter the flats off the outflow in search of them. This is a long hike in soft sand 

however, at least ½ mile to reach the productive water. As with other beaches in the National 

Seashore, seals and mung can be a nuisance at times. In spite of this you will almost always see 

many anglers working this beach. Fish after dark for best results but blitzing fish are common 

during the day, especially in the fall. 

Location: Off Province Lands Road. 

Parking: Row of spaces along northern section of the beach and a large lot farther south. Fee 

charged during the day; all parking areas may be closed at night during the summer season at the 

whim of the National Seashore authorities. Free and open at all times in the spring and fall. 

Access: Very easy but walking and some wading may be required to find feeding fish. 

Orleans Shore Fishing Location: Paw Wah Pond Outlet 

The upper reaches of Pleasant Bay open into Little Pleasant Bay and stripers are drawn here by 

the deeper water, good tidal flow and plenty of forage. This small outlet and the channel that 

runs out into Little Pleasant Bay are good bets for summer and fall fishing, especially in low 

light conditions. Plan to begin fishing right after the tide turns after high and look for stripers 

feeding on bait coming out from Paw Wah Pond. If the water is low enough to wade across the 

channel, head east along the shore to a sand bar point at the end of Namequoit  River. Stripers 

cruise the outer flat and the drop off next to the bar in search of the sand eels and silversides that 

are prolific in the upper bay. 

Location:  Eastern end of Portanimicut Road. 

Parking: Small paved lot, free and open throughout the year. 

Access: Easy. Fish the outlet a hundred yards or so from the parking area. Wading required for 

the best action. 
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Orleans Shore Fishing Location: Nauset Beach 

One of the most famous fishing, surfing and swimming beaches on Cape Cod. There is an ever-

changing string of sand bars and cuts between them just off the beach. At high tide the stripers 

and sometimes bluefish work the deep troughs between the bars and the beach. As the tide drops 

they use the cuts to retreat to deeper water. This is “big water” and heavier gear is required is the 

surf is strong and large. Big swimming plugs, poppers and most other traditional striper lures 

work well, and the larger 10-inch Hogys, both traditional and jiggin’ versions are absolute killers 

here. The most energetic surf fishermen walk north toward the entrance to Nauset Inlet while 

casting and looking for breaking fish. There is a tongue of the marsh behind the beach that 

begins about a half mile from the parking lot and this waterway often holds bass. There are 

however two factors that can make fishing at Nauset difficult or even impossible. The huge seal 

population in the area can spook fish out into deeper water, and especially in the summer during 

an on-shore wind the water becomes clogged with a noxious, clinging red weed that the locals 

call “mung.” It adheres to fishing lines, making casting and retrieving an exercise in 

frustration.  Do not attempt to wade fish if there is any surf. 

Off road access is possible at the parking area (with four-wheel drive vehicles only) but a permit 

must be purchased at town hall and various safety equipment in the vehicle is required. Still, 

running the beach in a “beach buggy” is a time-honored Outer Cape striper fishing tradition. 

Location: Eastern end of Beach Road. 

Parking: Large paved lot, fee charged in the summer and early fall weekends. Free and open all 

other times. Daily or seasonal fee also covers entrance to Skaket Beach. 

Access: Easy, lot is adjacent to beach. Walking (soft sand) is necessary to cover the most area. 

Barnstable Shore Fishing Location: Cotuit Harbor Entrance 

There are two options here, both off the one-way Oceanview Avenue in Cotuit village. In both 

cases, parking is restricted during the day in the summer to Barnstable residents only but is also 

sometimes enforced during the night so both of these spots are best fishing in the spring and fall. 

This is fine however, as those times feature the best fishing for striped bass and bluefish. The 

first is called Loop Beach by the locals. Look for a “Town Way to Water” sign on the left side of 

Oceanview Avenue and park along the side of this short road (an extension of Cross Street but 

not marked as such) at the top of the hill, not on the bottom where driveways may be blocked. 

This is the narrowest place at the entrance of the harbor with deep water just off the small beach 

and in the spring and fall it almost always holds bass and/or bluefish. The small jetty is the prime 

casting spot but the long beachfront that stretches to the north toward a sandy point can be 

excellent too. Do not fish the beach to the south of the jetty to avoid confrontations with owners 

of the multimillion dollar mansions that line the shore. Hogy Original Series and Skinnies work 

well here, as do the Sand Eels. All other standard striper lures can be effective and live eels 

drifted at night can produce huge bass. 
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The second option is within sight of the first – a town beach with a parking lot a bit farther down 

Oceanview Avenue. The water off the beach is fairly shallow and the channel runs away from 

the beach front here so the best bet is to walk and cast along the beach to the south of the parking 

lot. Stripers and blues will often blitz bait very close to shore here, especially at the top of the 

tide. Pre-dawn and dusk are best bets but again, it is unwise to park here at the height of the 

summer season unless you have a Barnstable parking permit. 

Location: Both areas off Oceanview Avenue, Cotuit, within a quarter mile of each other. 

Access: Easy but restricted (see above). 

Parking: Very limited at Loop Beach, large lot at town beach. Both restricted (see above). 

Barnstable Shore Fishing Location: Cotuit Narrows 

A favorite spot for local anglers to intercept the first schoolie stripers of the season, “The 

Narrows” also fishes well into the summer and can also be productive in the fall. In the summer 

there is much boat traffic here and parking restrictions are more vigorously enforced. Although 

known as a striped bass location, bluefish can sometimes be taken here too as they invade the 

harbor at times. What draws the bass here early in the year is the presence of a herring run up 

inside Pirate’s Cove to the north. The water funnels through this area where the large harbor is 

constricted and is a magnet for gamefish. All the standard striper lures work here with anything 

that imitates a herring a good bet in the spring. From the small parking area, walk to the east to 

the narrower portion and cast toward the center. Hogy Originals and Skinnies are excellent 

choices. This is also a favorite destination of fly anglers. Access is somewhat problematic as the 

small parking area is posted for Barnstable residents only and that restriction is usually enforced 

more regularly in the summer than in the fall and spring. Look for a “Town Way to Water” sign 

on the south side of Old Post Road in the Cotuit section of Barnstable. Walk along the beach in 

the “wet sand area” below the high tide mark to legally access the water in this ultra-private area. 

Location: Off Old Post Road, Cotuit section of Barnstable 

Access: Easy but restricted (see above). 

Parking: Small dirt area with parking for a few vehicles, restricted (see above). 

Barnstable Shore Fishing Location: Barnstable Harbor 

This huge harbor holds stripers from April into November and sometimes there are even 

holdover fish all winter long in the myriad creeks that divide the Great Marsh. Unfortunately, 

shore access is limited to a few spots due to geographic features, tidal range and private property. 

However, there are a few spots where a wading angler can find fish consistently, depending on 

the stage of the tide. This is key: the tide here is strong and the water depth rises and falls up to 8 

feet so it is vitally important to pay attention to water depths when wading and never stay on the 

outer bars too long. Anglers in kayaks have a huge advantage but being a strong paddler is 

mandatory. The shore spots for fishing include: 
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Navigation Road: This road leads to a small creek that holds fish at the top of the tide. Best 

fishing will be found under low light conditions. Not the best spot in the harbor but at certain 

times the fishing can be excellent as schoolie stripers come in with the tide searching for small 

bait along the edges of the creek. Flies such as the Clouser, Half-and-Half, Brooks Blonde and 

Lefty’s Deceiver work well here, as do small soft plastics like the Hogy Skinny series. Parking is 

easily found but beware of soft mud and note where the high tide mark is located. Navigation 

Road is off Route 6A but is not well marked and easy to miss. It begins a hundred yards or so 

west of the intersection of Route 149 and Route 6A. 

Scudder Lane: Well marked, off Route 6A (Main Street) in Barnstable Village. There is a town 

landing at the end of the road that has parking for a few vehicles but no parking is allowed at any 

time for non-residents during the summer and this regulation is vigorously enforced. In the 

spring and fall parking is less problematic but enforcement of resident-only regulations is 

variable. Walk along the rocky shore to the west and you may find stripers anywhere – this is 

one of the few areas in the harbor that has both a slightly deeper channel close to shore and rocky 

cover for the fish. There is no need to wade out far. About 300 yards from the small parking area 

you will come to a small point where the water divides at the mouth of a smaller creek. This is a 

prime location, especially during the hour or so on either side of high tide. Fishes best under low 

light conditions but in the fall there may be bass working along this side of the upper harbor all 

day long. Scudder is a prime area but it’s best to fish here early or late in the season to avoid 

ticketing (usually!). 

Rendezvous Lane: Another small, town-owned parking area can be found at the end of this 

road, with restrictions similar to Scudder Lane. Although very close to the very active inner 

harbor where many boats come and go all day long, this spot holds fish at the top of the tide due 

to a small creek adjacent to the parking area that holds plenty of bait. There is also some rocky 

cover for the bass. Wading out as the tide drops and targeting the many troughs between the sand 

bars is a good strategy. Use small lures like the Hogy Skinnies. Fly fishermen do well here too. 

Rendezvous Lane is well marked and easy to find off Route 6A in Barnstable Village. 

Bone Hill: Although parking near at the end of Bone Hill Road is restricted to only two or three 

vehicles and should not be attempted during the day in the summer, a larger lot is located about a 

quarter mile from the water in the Long Pasture Wildlife Sanctuary (upper lot – do not park at 

the Visitor’s Center). Then walk down the road to access the water. The rise and fall of the tide 

are quite dramatic here. Wade out as the tide falls and fish the shallow channels that intersect the 

bars in many places. Be absolutely sure to begin walking back in when the tide turns and begins 

to rise – if you fish all the way out to the main channel you will be a few hundred yards from the 

shoreline and the water rises so fast that a knee-deep trough at low water will be waist deep or 

higher only an hour or so after the tide begins to flood. A better plan is to arrive at dusk or just 

before dawn when the tide is close to high and fish your way east along the marsh until you 

reach a point that is the westerly entrance to Mill Creek, a large creek that marks the end of the 

harbor. The edge of the marsh around the end of Mill Creek is a prime spot for stripers seeking 

sand eels and baitfish that populate the creek and surrounding bars and channels. Hogy Skinnies 

and small Original Series Hogys are excellent choices here, as are the Hogy Sand Eel series soft 

plastics. Fly anglers work these edges at the top of the tide, too. 
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Mashpee Shore Fishing Location: South Cape Beach 

Perhaps the easiest place to fish on the Nantucket Sound side of the Upper Cape, South Cape is 

known for both casting and bottom fishing. Most anglers park at the Mashpee Town Beach and 

cast along the beach directly off the lot. This is also the favorite area to fish chunk bait for bass 

and blues and sea worms fished here will yield all the scup you can catch. However, there are 

other options depending on how far one wants to walk. To the east of the town beach area is the 

State Beach (an extension of the same beach front) and fish can be found anywhere along here. 

Walking to the point you will see about a half mile down the beach to the east is worth the effort 

in spite of the soft sand because a strong rip with drop offs can be found there; this is often a 

better option than fishing along the featureless beach in front of the parking area. Proceeding 

along the beach in that area, behind the New Seabury golf course you will come to more small 

rips and many of them attract bass and bluefish. 

In the opposite direction from the town parking lot (south) you will see a long jetty in the 

distance. It marks the entrance to Waquoit Bay, a huge bay and harbor that is very popular with 

boaters but also holds many bass of all sizes. If you would like to fish the jetty the best plan is to 

walk down the interior of the long spit of land leading out to it rather than trying to walk the mile 

of very soft sand along the Sound. There are paths leading down the spit. Some fishermen prefer 

to fish their way down on the bay side of the spit – although the action won’t be as consistent as 

on the ocean side, some huge bass are taken in the shallows along that side every year. This is a 

good strategy in low light conditions. 

Location:  Southern end of Great Oak Road. 

Access:  Easy, directly in front of parking lot. 

Parking:  Fee charged during the day in the summer; free and open all other times. Be sure to 

lock vehicle and do not leave valuables in plain view. 

Chatham Shore Fishing Spot: Harding’s Beach 

Facing Nantucket Sound and almost a mile long, with excellent fishing possibilities, Harding’s is 

a premier destination for shore anglers in the Mid Cape Area. With a small outflow from the 

Buck’s Creek marshes at the southern end and the channel into Oyster Pond on the opposite end 

you will find plenty of fishy looking spots. This is a popular family beach so fishing under low 

or no light conditions is best. Behind the beach is Oyster River, which holds bass all season long 

but is best fished after dark due to heavy boat traffic. The water becomes increasingly shallow as 

you approach the entrance of the river on the Sound side and a good plan is to wade out onto the 

sand bars as the tide drops. Look for small channels between the bars and also concentrate your 

efforts on the deep water of the channel. Again, due to heavy boat traffic, fishing the bars and 

cuts is best after dark. Hogy Sand Eels or Skinnies will get the job done – bass, blues and even 

the occasional false albacore will come in close to the beach at times. 

Location:  End of Harding’s Beach Road. 
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Parking:  Two large, paved lots at beach. Sticker required, available at the beach during the day. 

Free and open after dark and in the off season. 

Access: Easy. Lots are directly next to the beach. For best fishing, assume you will be walking 

and wading some distance. 

Orleans Shore Fishing Location: Skaket Beach 

Fishing here is totally dependent on the tide. As with many locations on Cape Cod Bay, low tide 

exposes miles of flats and any fish that may be over them at high tide retreat to deeper water well 

off shore. This is also a hugely popular bathing beach in the summer so fishing after dark or pre-

dawn is required. Instead of fishing directly off the parking area, walk south to the outlet of a 

small creek at the end of Namskaket marsh. Try to arrive at the top of the tide and work the 

channel out onto the flats as the tide drops. Sand eels are abundant here and stripers will seek 

them out. Hogy Skinnies and Sand Eels are the best artificials to use. There is another marsh 

outlet a few hundred yards to the north of the parking area, which can be fished in a similar 

fashion. Skaket Beach cannot be called a premier Cape location but at times, especially in the 

spring and fall it can be worth some time and effort. 

Location: North end of Skaket Beach Road. 

Parking:  Large paved lot, fee charged in the summer and on early fall weekends, free and open 

all other times. Daily fee also covers entrance to Nauset Beach. 

Access: Easy but walking and wading required to find fish. 

Wellfleet Shore Fishing Location: Lecounts Hollow Beach 

This ocean side beach is very similar to nearby Newcomb, White Crest, and Cahoon Hollow 

beaches in that the beach is fairly featureless but any of these spots can have stripers or bluefish 

close enough in to catch at times. The outer bars along the entire oceanfront in Wellfleet 

(including National Seashore property) have openings between them that are used by the fish to 

enter and leave the deeper trough between the beach and the bars. Those channels and the edges 

of the bars should always be targeted. This is “big water” with high surf at times so heavier gear 

is required, as well as good sized plugs with enough weight to be cast a good distance. At times 

however the stripers will be very close to edge of the shore break so be sure to fish your offering 

all the way in. Both Jiggn’ and Original series Hogys in the 10-inch size are best bets. Big 

wooden lures and needlefish catch their share of fish too and fly fishermen who used weighted 

lines and heavy rods can score well if the fish are in the shore break. Do not attempt to wade here 

unless the tide is close to low, the surf is small and you can easily access the outer bars. “Mung” 

can be a problem, especially after a hard on-shore blow and seals are an ever-present nuisance. In 

spite of those things the beachfront in Wellfleet continues to be a popular surfcasting destination. 

Location:  Eastern end of Lecount Hollow Road. 
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Parking:  Parking here during the day is quite expensive: $40 for a three-day pass for non-

residents (also good for entrance to Newcomb Hollow). White Crest and Cahoon cost $20 per 

day. In all cases, fees are charged during the day in the summer but all these beaches are free and 

open early and late, and all day in the off-season. 

Access: Much walking required, including down (and back up!) good sized sand hills to reach 

the water from the parking areas in some areas. Not recommended for younger or older anglers 

who do not have the stamina to negotiate long, soft sand beaches. 

Truro Shore Fishing Location: Pamet River 

This is perhaps the best-known Cape Cod Bay side fishing spot in Truro and is one of the few 

creeks on this side of the Cape between Wellfleet and Provincetown. Because of this there is a 

fair amount of boat traffic at high tide during the summer so fishing during low light conditions 

is advisable. Stripers will move into the creek as the tide rises and then exit during the ebb in 

search of abundant sand eels. Fish the creek edges at high tide, approaching the edges quietly as 

the bass may be working right along the marsh edge. As the tide drops, wade out onto the flats 

off the end of the creek and watch for cruising fish. Be sure to cast to any darker water you see – 

there are weed beds and mussel beds scattered off the shore that are prime ambush spots for any 

lurking stripers. 

Location: Approx. ½ mile south of Corn Hill Beach or ½ mile north of Fishers Beach on Cape 

Cod Bay. 

Parking:  Very limited parking at Fisher Beach at end of Fisher Road, fee charged in the 

summer during the day, free and open all other times. Large paved lot at Corn Hill Beach, fee 

charged during the day in the summer, free and open all other times. There are also a few parking 

spots at the north end of Great Hills Road, closer to the creek than the public beaches but this 

small sand parking area (look for concrete barriers marking the path to the creek) is posted and 

parking there at the height of the summer season risks getting a parking ticket or even towed. 

Much less vigorously enforced in the off-season. 

Access: A walk of about ½ mile is required from either of the public parking areas. However, at 

the top of the tide fish might be found along the beach as you walk toward the mouth of the 

outflow. 
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Eastham Shore Fishing Location: First Encounter Beach 

Named for the first, somewhat unpleasant encounter between the Pilgrims and the native 

population (the Pilgrims were in the process of stealing food that the natives had stored, and 

naturally they took exception to this!), First Encounter has great potential for good striper fishing 

for most of the season. This is because a good sized creek empties out of the marsh behind the 

beach and unlike the sandy beaches to the south on the Cape Cod Bay side there is decent cover 

for the fish in terms of weed and mussel patches, plus gravel and rock beds just off shore. Still, 

as with all the beaches on this side of the Cape, fishing during the two-hour period around high 

tide will bring the best results. Try to arrive under the cover of darkness and hour or so before 

high tide and walk south along the beach to the creek mouth. Fish the entrance but also inside 

where you’ll find some steep edges and deep holes that usually hold bass. Then as the tide drops, 

work your way out onto the flats and keep a sharp eye out for cruising stripers. Hogy 7-inch 

Originals, Sand Eels and Skinnies are go-to lures here. Other shallow running lures will work 

and this is a favorite spot for fly-fishing. 

Location:  Eastern end of Samoset Road. 

Parking: Large paved lot, fee charged during the day in the summer. Free and open other times. 

Access: Easy. Lot is adjacent to beach. A short walk brings you to the creek mouth. Wading is 

advised (during a dropping tide only). 

Falmouth Shore Fishing Location: Megansett Harbor and Beach 

The northern most of Falmouth town beaches located on Buzzards Bay, Megansett is in a large 

cove bordered by two peninsulas and faces the prevailing southwest breezes of summer, which 

often push bait and predators in very close to shore. The bottom along the beach is sandy with 

eel grass and the occasional boulder patch for cover for the fish. This spot has long been a 

traditional location for casting for bluefish in the summer and fall but stripers are also present in 

good numbers. The jetty at the end of the harbor next to the beach is a popular spot from which 

to cast but the footing is treacherous and it should not be attempted after dark. All the traditional 

striper and bluefish lures work here but when the blues are gone and stripers are present, 7-inch 

Hogys and 6-inch Skinny Hogys will produce when other lures do not. 

Inside Megansett harbor offers some interesting possibilities. There is a very large mooring field 

off the town dock and into the harbor, which makes casting lures difficult but bait fishing here is 

a good possibility and this is a great spot to fish for scup with youngsters. Wading along the 

harbor edge around the rip-rap below one house and toward a bend in the harbor you will come 

to a small beach. This a great spot to fish for stripers – schoolies during the day in the spring and 

fall and bigger bass after dark. A very deep hole is right off this beach and it almost always holds 

fish, although they are targeted by many anglers and get smart very quickly. Farther inside and 

around another bend is the entrance to Squeteague Harbor. This area can feature some 

outstanding fishing in the fall if peanut bunker are present for bait but access is almost 

impossible and wading is difficult due to a very soft bottom. Still, a kayak fisherman can find 

some great action inside Squeteague. 
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Location: End of County Road, Megansett (North Falmouth). 

Parking: Free parking lot but restricted to Falmouth residents in the summer during the day and 

locked at night. Open all other times. 

Yarmouth Shore Fishing Location: Grays Beach 

Located inside the mouth of Chase Garden Creek, a large estuary that opens into Cape Cod Bay, 

this spot is a good bet for pre-dawn and late night fishing for stripers. Because of the strong flow, 

wading should be done with extreme caution. Best bet is to work the edges of marsh along the 

shore farther inside. There are abundant sand eels here, which draw in the bass so Hogy Sand 

Eels or the smaller Skinny series are your best choice, fished on light tackle. Fly fishermen also 

do well here with Clousers, Deceivers or epoxy sand eel patterns. A live eel drifted on the 

outgoing tide could produce a trophy-sized fish. This is also a great spot to launch a kayak to 

explore the entire estuary. However, be aware that the tide runs hard through the narrow opening 

of the creek so if you choose to fish outside in the bay you must be a strong paddler. Two hours 

on either side of high tide is best, whether you choose to wade or use a personal watercraft. This 

is a popular public beach so fishing and access are best in low light conditions. 

Location: North end of Center Street. 

Parking: Good sized paved lot, free and open year-round. 

Access: Easy but care must be taken when fishing along the marsh, which has steep drop offs. 

Brewster Shore Fishing Location: Paine’s Creek Beach 

The Cape Cod Bay front in the town of Brewster is relatively featureless, with one exception. 

There are access points at various town beaches including Crosby Landing, Linnell Landing, 

Ellis Landing, Breakwater Beach, Saint’s Landing and Robbin’s Hill – and any one of them may 

have stripers along the beach at high tide – but the beach at Paine’s Creek outlet is your best bet. 

The huge, famous Brewster Flats stretch out for a mile or more at low tide all along the 

shorefront in Brewster and wading out as the tide drops can yield some very nice bass but as with 

the rest of the Cape Cod Bay frontage, moving rapidly back toward shore as the tide floods is 

absolutely imperative. What makes the outlet of Paine’s Creek productive is the outflow and 

slightly deeper water here, which is a natural fish magnet. Inside the creek can be productive at 

high tide. Launching a kayak here and working the Flats is a better idea. Use Hogy Sand Eels or 

the smaller Skinnies for best results. 

Location:  North end of Paine’s Creek Road. 

Parking:  Small dirt lot near the beach. Parking sticker required during the summer, vigorously 

enforced during the day, less so at night. Free and open all other times. 

Access:  Easy. Walking and wading are required to reach the best water. 
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Falmouth Shore Fishing Location: Town Harbor Bulk Head 

This spot is an excellent choice for some bait fishing with youngsters. Parking is almost never a 

problem and directly adjacent to the dock. At the mouth of busy Falmouth Inner Harbor there is 

also plenty of activity here for kids to enjoy. The primary target here is scup (porgies), which are 

abundant just off the bulkhead and also farther out along the jetty. Don’t be surprised to hook the 

occasional schoolie striper or snapper bluefish either. Well after dark when the boat traffic 

diminishes this spot can yield some bigger bass and blues; lures are best with smaller Hogys 

extremely productive. Also, in the spring and summer there are often squid around the dock, 

attracted by the baitfish that are in turn attracted by the lights illuminating the dock. Small squid 

jigs will catch them. 

Location: End of Clinton Ave., behind the Tides Motel on east side of the mouth of Falmouth 

Harbor. 

Parking: Free, adjacent to town bulkhead. 

Access:  No restrictions, open year-round. 

Truro Shore Fishing Location: Long Nook Beach 

Although similar to most of the ocean-side beaches on the Cape, what makes this beach even 

more appealing is the existence of a quite long and wide sand bar that runs for about half mile 

parallel to the beach just a short distance off shore. Stripers and sometimes bluefish will cruise 

the trough between the bar and the beach at the higher stages of the tide and long casts are 

usually not required. A hundred yards or so south of the entrance point to the beach is a major 

outflow from this trough that divides the bar. This is where just about every fish that has been 

hunting in the trough will exit to the deeper water outside as the tide drops and should always be 

targeted. Even though the fish may be in close, use fairly heavy gear here in case longer casts are 

needed and large wooden plugs, needlefish or metals will score. Better bets are larger size Hogys 

such as the 10 and 14-inch Originals and the larger size Hogy Sand Eels and Skinnies. 

Location: Eastern end of Long Nook Road. 

Parking: Paved lot with parking for a few dozen vehicles, fee charged during the day in the 

summer, free and open all other times. 

Access: Easy, but soft sand must be negotiated to reach the edge of the water and some walking 

may be required to thoroughly fish the trough mentioned above. 
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Truro Shore Fishing Location: Ballston Beach 

A favorite of surfcasters for generations, Ballston is a good bet for stripers and bluefish, 

especially after dark. If the surf is up there is a strong shore break and wash so don’t approach 

the water too closely under those conditions at the risk of being pulled into the break. You will 

see many fishermen with long surf rods in sand spikes here as they fish with bait, usually fresh 

sand eels or chunks of menhaden. Plugging is a good bet too and Hogy Originals in the 10 or 14-

inch size will get the attention of any bass in the area. If you see fish feeding right in the wash, 

try Hogy Sand Eels or Skinnies. Use heavy casting gear here and if you choose to fish with bait 

be sure to have a long enough rod to keep your line out of the shore break. Mung and seals can 

sometimes be a problem. 

Location: Off South Pamet Road. 

Parking:  Large paved lot, fee charged during the day in the summer; free and open all other 

times. 

Access:  Fairly easy but if you plan to walk and cast along the beach the process can be quite 

exhausting due to soft sand. Do not wade or even approach the water’s edge if heavy surf is 

breaking on the beach. 

Falmouth Shore Fishing Location: Nobska 

This is generally considered the premier spot in Falmouth to possibly hook up with a very large 

striped bass because of the strong rip that sweeps around the rocky point. Unfortunately there is 

only one prime spot from which to cast, a small broken down jetty on the east side of the hill 

below the lighthouse. Only one angler can fish it at a time and extreme caution should be taken 

when traversing the slippery, half submerged rocks to reach a flat boulder at the end from which 

you’ll cast. Either tide direction can be productive but most Nobska veterans prefer the west 

(outgoing) tide. Cast a large Hogy, shallow swimming plug or a popper out as far as possible and 

allow it to swing in the current as you employ moderate speed retrieve with plenty of action. 

Live eels are also extremely effective. Be sure to use fairly heavy casting gear here to keep a 

hooked fish away from the many barnacle encrusted rocks that lurk just below the surface. 

If the prime spot is occupied you can walk along the rocks below the lighthouse and locate a few 

places where a carefully placed cast can deposit your lure between the rocks but be sure to reel in 

fast when a fish hits or it will surely break off around the rocks. Around the west side of the hill 

there is a stone jetty that is private so resist the temptation to fish from there, even though it 

looks very inviting! Beyond that jetty is Nobska Beach where stripers and blues can sometimes 

be taken, especially after dark. On the east side you’ll see a long stretch of beaches (private) and 

small jetties (also private) and as long as you stay below the high water mark you can legally 

access this long stretch all the way to Trunk River. This is a great area to walk and cast and in the 

fall you’ll often find schools of bass and blues charging in close here. 

Location:  Nobska Road, at Nobska Lighthouse. 
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Parking:  Free but very limited, in pull off area at top of hill below the lighthouse. 

Access:   No restrictions to area below the hill; private beaches to the east (stay below high water 

mark for legal access) and along town beach (restricted to Woods Hole residents) to the west of 

the point. 

Sandwich Shore Fishing Location: Town Neck 

A popular swimming beach in the summer (fee charged during the day) this beach front can have 

excellent striper fishing at times, especially in the fall during a northeast blow. On the north end 

the bottom changes from rocks to sand and bass frequently move from the rocks and bar off the 

Hemisphere Restaurant in this direction. A good strategy is to walk and cast along the beach 

toward the mouth of Old Harbor. Fish may be found anywhere along this stretch; be sure to cast 

around the short jetties that you’ll see every few hundred yards. Surface lures, swimmers and 

soft plastics such as the Hogy 10” Original work well here. Bait fishing with chunk baits is also 

popular and effective. 

Location: End of Wood Ave. 

Parking:  Large paved lot, fee during summer, daytime. Free and open all other times. 

Access:  Easy. Lot directly behind beach. 

Wellfleet Shore Fishing Location: Northeast Wellfleet Harbor 

In the northeast section of Wellfleet Harbor you will find a smaller bay that is fed by a marsh 

above a man-made dike. In that dike is a “flapper” dam – a unique mechanism that allows water 

to enter the marsh in a controlled state as the tide floods and then reverses to allow the water to 

recede. It is during that time when the fishing can be quite good here because a strong outflow 

emerges from the flapper and the churned up water is usually filled with plenty of baitfish from 

the upper marsh. The stripers know this and will be found anywhere from the roiled water just 

below the flapper, all the way out into the main harbor. This is an excellent spot to wade and fish 

although the bottom can be a bit soft in spots so be sure to wade carefully. Target the channel 

and wade out toward the harbor proper as the tide recedes. Low light conditions are best. Use 

Hogy Skinnies, Sand Eels or Originals in the 7 and 10-inch size. In the spring this is also a 

herring run so anything that looks like a herring, such as the Double Wide Hogy will get some 

attention. Fly fishermen work this area too and some fishermen prefer to drift live eels after dark 

just below the dam. The harbor in Wellfleet has much boat activity so fishing after dark or pre-

dawn is recommended. 

Location:  Off Chequessett Neck Road. 

Parking: Free, along a dirt road on the north side of the bay. Note the high tide mark and do not 

park below it. Four-wheel drive is advisable as the sand road can be soft in spots. 
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Access: Easy. Wade out into the bay and follow the channel as the tide drops. At lower end of 

the tide, walk along the north shore for about ½ mile to a point where the bay enters the larger 

harbor. There is a sand bar there where stripers often linger waiting for bait to be swept over the 

bar. 

Provincetown Shore Fishing Location: Long Point Beach 

Long Point Beach 

This is a unique fishing location on Cape Cod in that a water shuttle is used to access the area. 

The shuttle, operated by Flyer’s Boat Rentals at McMillan Wharf right in the center of town 

costs $15 round trip (at this writing) and in the summer it runs on an hourly basis from 10 a.m. to 

5 p.m.  However, off season and off hour drop offs and pick ups may be arranged, which may be 

preferable to be out there at prime fishing times of pre-dawn, dusk and after dark. What makes 

Long Point worth the effort is access to very deep water along the beach with strong currents and 

plenty of bait. In some places the water depth drops to over 50 feet just an easy cast from the 

sandy beach. Be aware that this deep water close in means that boaters may run the beach quite 

close in – another good reason to fish in low light conditions when they are less likely to be 

around. Try Hogy Jiggn’ Series lures on jig heads to search the deep water or Hogy Sand Eels or 

Skinnies if the fish are showing. Some very large stripers are taken here every year. In the late 

summer, bluefish blizes are common. Be sure to bring along everything you might need 

including water and insect repellent as there are no facilities of any kind at Long Point. 

Location: Southeast of Provincetown Harbor. 

Parking: None. Vehicles access may be possible at certain times with proper permits from the 

Cape Cod National Seashore. 

Access: Via water shuttle described above. Walking in soft sand is required and no wading is 

needed or recommended due to strong currents and steep drop offs. 

Chatham Shore Fishing Location: Morris Island 

Morris Island is a premier area for shore fishing. With multiple channels between sand bars, 

deeper drop offs in some areas, plentiful bait in the form of sand eels and the outflow of Oyster 

River at the southerly end, this area can be fished at just about any stage of the tide with good 

chances of success. It’s important to walk and cast and wading is necessary in some spots to 

reach the fish but there are good opportunities for sight casting here for cruising striped bass. 

Begin fishing just below the Monomoy Wildlife Refuge Visitor Center and work your way along 

the beach casting to any “dark” water you see. If the tide is dropping, wade out and cast where 

possible. Eventually you will come to the channel and outflow of Oyster River. This channel 

often holds large stripers but it is a very popular harbor with boaters so fishing after dark is your 

best bet. In spite of a fair amount of walking required to fish the entire area thoroughly, Morris 

Island is well worth the effort – and is a beautiful spot, too. 

Location:  Southern end of Tilipi Run Road, South Chatham. 
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Parking:  Limited, free 24-hour parking at the Monomoy Wildlife Refuge Visitor Center. 

Access: Follow path to stairs leading down to beach. Fish the beachfront all the way to the 

entrance to Oyster River (approx. ¼ mile). 

Chatham Shore Fishing Location: Interior Pleasant Bay 

There are a number of small town landings and access points inside Pleasant Bay but most of 

them are in private areas with parking for only one or two vehicles. However, the small parking 

area at the end of Strong Island Road gives you access to a deep channel that features a strong 

tidal flow due to a new opening in the outer beach. Fish anywhere along this sandy shore and 

wade out to reach the channel. Stripers move through here at different stages of the tide. Try 

Hogy Skinnies or Sand Eels as sand eels and silversides are the primary bait throughout Pleasant 

Bay. This area is also popular with fly fishermen and is a good place to launch a kayak to explore 

the various channels nearby.  For best action, fish pre-dawn before boat traffic increases. 

Location: End of Strong Island Road. 

Parking: Free, room for four vehicles. 

Access: Easy. Fish anywhere along the sandy shorefront. Wading is necessary to cast to the 

deeper water. 

Barnstable Shore Fishing Location: Oregon Beach 

At the southern end of Main Street in Cotuit is Oregon Beach, although it is not marked as such. 

It too is a Barnstable Town Beach for residents only with a dirt parking lot and the same 

restrictions and enforcement procedures as outlined in the previous two locations should be 

expected. This is one of the most popular spots on Upper Cape Cod to intercept early spring 

bluefish. This is because the water far out into Nantucket Sound is quite shallow and with the 

strengthening sun of springtime it warms faster than other parts of the Sound, which draws in the 

blues. Popping plugs rule here when the blues are around. By walking along the beach for about 

a quarter mile you will find the entrance to Popponesset Bay, anther huge estuary and harbor. 

This is a prime spot for stripers, especially after dark when the boat traffic has diminished. As 

with other exclusive areas on Cape Cod, be sure to walk below the high water mark to ensure 

you are within your legal rights to fish. Also, in recent years there have been problems with car 

break-ins at the parking lot at Oregon Beach so be sure to lock your vehicle and do not leave 

valuables in plain view. 

Location: End of Main Street, Cotuit. 

Access: Easy, lot is adjacent to beach 

Parking: Large dirt lot but restricted, especially in the summer (see above). 
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Barnstable Shore Fishing Location: Sandy Neck Beach 

Perhaps the easiest area to fish in the town of Barnstable. This is a very popular swimming beach 

in the summer but by walking a few hundred yards in either direction away from the parking lots 

you can always find water that is fishable. However, the best time to fish Sandy Neck in the 

summer is well after dark. In the fall when there is a northeast breeze, bass and bluefish will be 

caught very close to the beach even in full daylight. The best strategy here is to spend some time 

when the tide is low, scoping out the many sand bars and cuts between them that will be found 

every few hundred yards for miles down the beach, then return as the tide is rising to fish the 

cuts, which are prime places to find cruising stripers. Be aware that there is usually a deeper 

trough between the bars and beach itself and don’t get caught out on a bar as the tide rises, which 

it does at a rate of 6 inches every 15 minutes. Fishing Sandy Neck is only limited by how far 

you’re willing to walk – from the parking lots to Beach Point at the end of Sandy Neck is a 

stretch of about 7 miles and stripers may be found anywhere along this stretch. Look for weed 

and gravel patches (darker water). 

Stripers will hit any of the Hogy Lures that resemble sand eels, which are the primary baitfish 

from this area all the way up to Provincetown. Swimmers and small metal lures also work and if 

the fish are blitzing along the beach – a common occurrence in the fall – popping plugs can be a 

blast to fish. This beach is also perfect for fishing baits on the bottom with chunk menhaden and 

fresh sand eels your best options. 

Location:  End of Sandy Neck Road, off Route 6A on the border of East Sandwich and 

Barnstable. 

Parking: Easy and plentiful. Fee charged during the day in the summer, free and open all other 

times, 24 hours a day (all vehicles must stop at gate house). Upper and lower lots adjacent to the 

beach. 

Access: Easy. Short walk to the beach, then as long a walk as you care to make searching for 

fish! 

Special Note:  Sandy Neck is also open to off-road vehicles and campers but a permit must be 

bought at either Barnstable or Sandwich Town Halls. Also, certain safety equipment is 

mandatory for off-roading and all vehicles are checked before being allowed to access the sand 

roads. At certain times of year off-roading is severely limited due to the presence of nesting sea 

birds. 

Bourne Shore Fishing Location: Monks Park 

Located at the entrance to a large cove, Monks Park is owned by the Town of Bourne and is a 

popular spot for picnicking, bird watching – and fishing. Cast poppers, surface plugs or soft 

plastics like the Hogy Original series or Skinny series for stripers all season long. Wade out off 

either of the small “islands.” The bottom is a bit soft but wading is essential to reach the deeper 

water a hundred feet out. Some years in the fall this large cove fills up with schools of menhaden 

and bass and bluefish quickly find them. Birds will often give away the presence of bait and fish. 
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Monks Park fishes best after dark, or at dawn or dusk in the spring and fall; in the summer there 

are often jet ski-type water craft roaring around the cove and the fishing is a waste of time during 

the day. Because the area is protected from the prevailing southerly winds it is also a great spot 

to fish from a kayak. 

Location: West end of Valley Bars Circle, off Shore Road. 

Parking: Free but posted for Bourne residents with beach stickers. This is more aggressively 

enforced during the summer, during the day. Large dirt lot with parking for a few dozen vehicles. 

This area is popular with teenagers at night so locking vehicles is essential. 

Access: Easy, directly behind the shore of the small island where the parking lot is located, or 

walk toward the railroad trestle and follow the path to the outside of the smaller island to the 

north of the parking lot. 

Sandwich Fishing Shore Locations 

Hemisphere Restaurant Beachfront: The reason this area fishes so well will be immediately 

obvious: only a few hundred yards away is the east entrance of the Cape Cod Canal, the 

migration route of tens of thousands of striped bass every year. As with all fishing locations of 

the Cape Cod Bay side, tide is extremely important here. The beach to the north of the parking 

area down to the canal jetty fished best at high tide; the area behind the restaurant and the rocky 

bar that extends out form there will hold fish at the top of the tide but can also be productive for 

the fisherman willing to negotiate the bowling ball sized slippery rocks as the tide drops. The bar 

is long and the tide drops and rises quickly – it’s important to avoid wading far out and then 

having to make one’s way back in with a rapidly rising tide. This can be absolutely treacherous. 

However, fishing along the bar as the tide drops and then casting off the end of it can be 

extremely rewarding. There is plenty of cover for the fish, strong tidal flow and abundant bait. 

Cast surface plugs or shallow running swimmers; eels are deadly effective here after dark. Soft 

plastics are the perfect bait for this area if they are rigged to run a foot or so under the surface – 

Hogy Original Series plastics or Hogy Sand Eels are an excellent choice. 

Location:  End of Town Neck Road. 

Parking: Free. Large paved lot adjacent to Hemisphere Restaurant. 

Access: Easy. Beach borders parking lot. 

Town Neck Beach to Old Harbor: A popular swimming beach in the summer (fee charged 

during the day) this beach front can have excellent striper fishing at times, especially in the fall 

during a northeast blow. On the north end the bottom changes from rocks to sand and bass 

frequently move from the rocks and bar off the Hemisphere Restaurant in this direction. A good 

strategy is to walk and cast along the beach toward the mouth of Old Harbor. Fish may be found 

anywhere along this stretch; be sure to cast around the short jetties that you’ll see every few 

hundred yards. Surface lures, swimmers and soft plastics such as the Hogy 10” Original work 

well here. Bait fishing with chunk baits is also popular and effective. 
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Location: End of Wood Ave. 

Parking:  Large paved lot, fee during summer, daytime. Free and open all other times. 

Access:  Easy. Lot directly behind beach. 

Old Harbor: The huge marsh and outflow here is one of the best shore fishing locations on the 

Cape Cod Bay side of Cape Cod but extreme caution must be exercised due to the strong current 

and slippery, rock covered bottom. Inside the marsh the water splits the marsh in three directions 

and there is virtually no shore access but some anglers fish along the most northerly of the splits 

behind Town Neck Beach (at high tide). Kayak anglers can reach all the channels with ease but 

with a tidal range of about 8 feet, plus the strong flow, the best fishing via kayak will be found 

during the two-hour period on either side of high tide, and being a strong paddler is essential. 

The mouth of Old Harbor is where most of the fishing takes place. The water once ran between 

the two concrete and rock jetties at the end of the beach but that channel filled in many years 

ago. Still, school size bass can often be found between the jetties and along them. The best bet is 

to work the newer channel; some anglers prefer an incoming tide but most prefer the outgoing 

and wade out as the tide drops. This strong outflow attracts bass and bluefish, often quite large 

ones, especially after dark but again, extreme caution MUST be exercised while wading in this 

area. The opposite side of the outflow is difficult to access due to much private property and in 

recent years beach access has been severely restricted due to nesting shore birds. 

All standard striper lures work here, as do live eels. All the Hogy Original Series plus the Sand 

Eeels and Skinnies are excellent choices here due to the strong current helping to impart even 

more lifelike action to the Hogys. Regardless of your choice of lures you will find the best action 

under low light conditions. An onshore breeze can result in great action but the water will fill 

with weed at those times and keeping lures clean – essential for hits – is very difficult. 

Location: Marsh – behind Town Neck Beach; mouth of outflow – eastern end of Town Neck 

Beach. 

Parking: Large town lot at beach, fee charged during the day in the summer, free and open all 

other times. 

Access: Difficult for fishing the marsh, about ¼ mile walk required to reach mouth of outflow. 

Special Note: In all cases whether fishing the marsh or the mouth, either on foot or by kayak, 

always consult tide tables to determine height, direction and force of the tide. This is not a place 

for the casual or inexperienced wading fisherman. 

Scorton Creek (Inside): This long, winding saltwater creek is well known for both striped bass 

fishing and as a location to try for the elusive sea-run trout. Parts of the marsh edge are 

accessible by foot from the state-owned parking area but using a kayak or canoe will allow 

access to well over a mile of productive water above and below the parking area. Fish during the 

two-hour period before and after high tide for best results. A tide range of almost 8 feet means 
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the fish will always be on the move and the action can be fast for a few minutes, then stop 

completely, then begin again as groups of school-sized stripers move in and out of the marsh. 

The state stocks brown trout here too and while there are very few true sea-run specimens (trout 

that were spawned in the brackish upper region and migrate to the sea) some of the trout do 

survive a few years inside Scorton Creek and fish up to five pounds or more are taken here every 

year. 

Some years the creek will host “holdover” schoolie stripers that can be caught throughout the 

winter. Although few if any of these will be of legal size to keep, local anglers can often be 

found fishing inside Scorton on warmer days in the dead of winter. At those times flies such as 

the chartreuse Clouser fished on sinking head lines work well; during the regular, warmer season 

small soft plastics like the Hogy Skinnies or Sand Eels are excellent choices as are small 

swimming plugs and metals like Kastmasters or Hopkins. 

Beware of the deep ditches that intersect the marsh – do NOT attempt to wade through them as 

their bottoms are composed of seemingly bottomless, soft mud. Also beware of walking too 

close to the edges of the marsh as they can collapse into the creek without warning. In the spring 

and summer be sure to wear a liberal dose of insect repellant to deter the millions of biting flies 

and gnats that will surely harass you. In spite of these cautions, inside Scorton Creek remains one 

of the most popular and productive fishing locations on Upper Cape Cod. 

Location: Off Route 6A. 

Parking: End of dirt road that parallels the creek on the north side of the creek (unmarked but 

easy to find). 

Access: Easy to areas a few hundred yards above and below parking area, difficult to impossible 

except via small watercraft to the rest of the creek and marsh. 

Scorton Creek (Mouth): This outflow is similar to Old Harbor to the north along the same 

beachfront a few miles away. The primary difference is that there is not as much room for 

fishermen to spread out and hit the prime water. Some anglers fish the short hundred-yard 

section just inside the mouth and catch schoolie bass in this narrow area. However, best bet for 

larger fish is the deeper channel outside. Either the 10” or 7” Hogy Originals will produce here 

when drifted on the strong outgoing tide. Swimming plugs and live eels are also a good choice. It 

is thought by most Scorton regulars that the large bass that often populate Scorton Ledge about a 

mile or so off the creek move in to the shallower water after dark. You can catch fish at the 

mouth of Scorton throughout the regular striper season but fall is best and fishing under low light 

conditions will produce. 

The opposite side of the outflow is difficult to access as it requires a long walk down a beach and 

there is no legal parking anywhere nearby. Another option is to launch a kayak and paddle the 

short distance to the other side, then fish on the east side of the outflow. This is especially 

attractive if the easier to access west side is crowded with fishermen. Another option is to paddle 

a short distance up the creek and land on the east side and fish along that side of the marsh. This 

option is only viable for the hour or so on either side of high tide and is most productive after 
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dark. Some anglers launch kayaks near the top of the tide, drift upstream while casting, all the 

way to the bridge on Route 6A, then drift and cast their way back to the parking area as the tide 

drops. 

This is another spot where extreme caution must be exercised when wading along the very strong 

outflow. The bottom varies from soft sand that can be sucked from beneath your feet, to round, 

slippery rocks. Do not attempt to wade above your knees if creek is dumping hard. 

Location: End of Holway Road, East Sandwich. 

Parking: Difficult without 4-wheel drive. No fee charged but parking for only a few vehicles in 

soft sand behind the row of cottages. Park in designated area only; parking for only a half-dozen 

or so vehicles. Be aware of the high tide line as much of the parking area floods at high tide. 

Access: Easy. Short walk on sand around the point to the mouth of the creek. 

Provincetown Shore Fishing Location: Race Point Beach 

In the annals of Cape Cod surfcasting no beach is more storied or prominent than the long stretch 

of sand that runs from the Province Land Visitor Center to Race Point. With the cold, deep 

waters of the Atlantic running right along the beach and abundant bait both close to shore and 

farther out, this area is truly a striped bass magnet. For generations, anglers have used their four-

wheel drive “beach buggies” to cruise along the long beachfront in search of bass feeding on the 

abundant sand eels. Permits for off road vehicles are required. But access by foot is also possible 

from the large parking area behind the Visitor Center. All standard stripers lures work here – 

some were in fact invented to fish these waters. Hogy Originals in all sizes, Double Wides, 

Skinnies, Jiggn’ Series, and Sand Eels will also take many fish and fly fishermen use sinking 

lines to fish the deep, rapid drop off right next to the shore. Bluefish will also be present and 

amazingly, there are even a few anglers who launch kayaks here and target bluefin tuna, which 

are often less than a mile off the beach. Bait fishermen like to spike their rods here too and fish 

chunk or live bait. In short, this terminating point of Cape Cod that sticks out into the Atlantic is 

a fisherman’s paradise. The only things that deter it from being perfect are the presence of seals 

that have figured out how to pull hooked fish off fishermen’s lines, water that can be clogged 

with weed after a strong on-shore breeze or storm, and the presence of biting insects in the 

summer. In spite of these annoyances, Race Point Beach has always been and will most likely 

always be the best place for surfcasting on Cape Cod. 

Location: Northern end of Race Point Road. 

Parking: Large paved lot, fee charged during the day in the summer, free and open all other 

times. 

Access: Easy but a fairly long walk in soft sand is required to reach the water. Wading neither 

necessary nor advised due to the steep drop-off. 
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Sandwich Shore Fishing Locations: Hemisphere Restaurant 

The reason this area fishes so well will be immediately obvious: only a few hundred yards away 

is the east entrance of the Cape Cod Canal, the migration route of tens of thousands of striped 

bass every year. As with all fishing locations of the Cape Cod Bay side, tide is extremely 

important here. The beach to the north of the parking area down to the canal jetty fished best at 

high tide; the area behind the restaurant and the rocky bar that extends out form there will hold 

fish at the top of the tide but can also be productive for the fisherman willing to negotiate the 

bowling ball sized slippery rocks as the tide drops. The bar is long and the tide drops and rises 

quickly – it’s important to avoid wading far out and then having to make one’s way back in with 

a rapidly rising tide. This can be absolutely treacherous. However, fishing along the bar as the 

tide drops and then casting off the end of it can be extremely rewarding. There is plenty of cover 

for the fish, strong tidal flow and abundant bait. Cast surface plugs or shallow running 

swimmers; eels are deadly effective here after dark. Soft plastics are the perfect bait for this area 

if they are rigged to run a foot or so under the surface – Hogy Original Series plastics or Hogy 

Sand Eels are an excellent choice. 

Location:  End of Town Neck Road. 

Parking: Free. Large paved lot adjacent to Hemisphere Restaurant. 

Access: Easy. Beach borders parking lot. 
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